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Abstract

A central issue of expert systems is the man�
machine�interface� One of its most ergonomic real�
izations is a natural language interface� Uncertainty
and indeterminateness are main properties of natural
language� While there are many formalisms dealing
with uncertainty� there still is a strong need of those
modeling indeterminateness� Therefore a formalism is
presented which �a� formalizes the semantic interpre�
tation of natural language and �b� provides an instru�
ment for reasoning with information given in natural
language� After a short outline of the problem the the�
oretical foundations are discussed� showing that it can
be solved by a statistical formalism based on a trivalent
logic� Finally the formalism is exempli�ed and com�
pared to related theories�

�� Introduction

Asking for the percentage of people in California who
made more than � ������� as their income in ���� Jan
de Leeuw ��� mentions the following di	culties

��� If a thief steals money is that income�
��� How about capital�
��� We also did not specify what it means to be �in
California��
��� Do we mean one had to reside in California in �����
In all of ����� Or does it mean that we are interested
in people who are in California right now�
The central issue in our context will be
 What can be
said about the truth value of the statement �x percent of
the people in California had an income above � �������
in ����� if all this information is lacking�

There are even simpler propositions leading to si�
milar di	culties


E� Berlin is a big town�

E� Probably Pizarro did not �nd El�Dorado�

E� may be indeterminate� depending on the context
because �big� may be regarded as too vague� E� may
be indeterminate as well because of an unful�lled pre�
supposition of reference ��El�Dorado��� Furthermore
�probably� expresses a degree of uncertainty��

To represent natural language semantically correct
we need a formalism which can deal with the fact
that neither the truth value �true� nor the truth value
�false� can be assigned to a proposition because its con�
tent is indeterminate i�e� at least three truth values are
required� To formalize E� we have to assign a degree
of certainty to a proposition i�e� we need a statistical
formalism�

�� Models of uncertainty and indeter�
minateness

There are many models treating uncertainty in ar�
ti�cial intelligence on di�erent levels� Only a few of
them consider indeterminateness as well as uncertainty�
Dubois and Prade give modeling imprecision as one of
the reasons for developing their �Possibility Theory�
���� As imprecision may be caused by vagueness and
unful�lled presupposition of reference it is very sim�
ilar to indeterminateness� Shafer ��� models a situation
where both the belief in a proposition�s being true and
its being false is low i�e� there are three possibilities

One believes that the proposition is true one believes
that it is false or one believes neither one nor the other�
We will discuss these theories at the end of the paper�

Blau ��� was the �rst whose main object was a
trivalent logic adequate to formalize natural language�
Zboril ���� proposes a statistical formalism S� to in�
tegrate uncertainty into this logic� Based thereon we

�Indeterminateness denotes a state of ignorance concerning
the meaning of a proposition�

�Uncertainty denotes a state of gradual ignorance of the cor�
respondence of a proposition with the real world�



present a general framework of S� and apply S� to qual�
itative and quantitative reasoning�

�� The formalism Sj

To formulate Sj we adopt classical i�e� two val�
ued logic and statistics �de�ned by the axioms of
Kolmogoro�� as a meta�language� Wherever the con�
text is clear we use natural language to increase read�
ability� Thereby the following postulate is implied


P� A proposition has a certain truth value or
not tertium non datur�

Possible uncertainty concerning the assignment of
truth values to propositions are not a�ected by P��

As shown in the introduction we need a statistical
formalism which is able to cope with more than two
truth values say n� Each proposition xi may have the
truth value j or not and therefore xi may be a mem�
ber of the set of all propositions with the truth value
j Xj  or not� As there may be uncertainty concerning
the xi�s membership in Xj we introduce a membership
function� P �xi � Xj�� For P �xi � Xj� the following
axioms are postulated� They are derived from the ax�
ioms of Kolmogoro� by applying them to the xi � Xj

relations regarding them as elements Aij of a set A with
its power set �A�

Be M � fX�� X�� ���� Xng
T
Xj � � xa �

S
Xj 

a� i� j� k� l� r� s � N and r � s�

A� P �xa � Xj� � �

A��� P �xa �
S
Xj� � �

A��� P ��x� � x����� xi���� �
Ss

j�rXj� � �

i� the xi are mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive with respect toSs

j�rXj

A��� P ��x� � x����� �
Ss

j�rXj��P�
i�� P �xi �

Ss

j�rXj�

i�
V

xk�xl
with xk� xl � fx�� x�� ���g


���xk �
Ss

j�rXj� � �xl �
Ss

j�rXj��

A��� P �xa �
Ss

j�rXj� �
Ps

j�r P �xa � Xj�

Though this notation of the axioms of Sj is not the
simplest we choose it because it clari�es the structure
of Sj � A� assigns a real valued number to each rela�
tion of type �xi � Xj�� By A� P ��� is normalized� the
membership function of a membership which is certain
equals one� Additivity of Xj and xi considering mem�
bership relationships is given by A��

According to the cardinality of M we refer to the

�The term �membership function�� which is basic in Possibil�
ity Theory� is used in Sj as well� This should not lead to confu�
sion� See also chapter ��

presented formalism as SjMj�
The axioms given above are equivalent to the ax�

ioms of Kolmogoro� if M � fXtrue� Xfalseg i�e� S�
becomes equivalent to classical statistics when the ap�
propriate de�nitions are added� The membership of
a proposition xa in Xj �j � �� �� is given by the tuple
�P �xa � Xtrue�� P �xa � Xfalse��� As

P
j P �xa � Xj� �

� P �xa � Xtrue� is su	cient to describe the member�
ship of xa in Xj �j � �� ���

The introduction implies that S� is not adequate
to formalize the semantic interpretation of natural lan�
guage� According to Blau a proposition can be true �i�
its meaning is clear and its content describes a state or
process of the real world� false �i� its meaning is clear
but its meaning does not correspond to a state or pro�
cess of the real world� or indeterminate �i� its meaning
is not clear and therefore nothing can be said about its
correspondence to the real world� � quartum non datur�
Therefore M � fXtrue� Xfalse� Xindeterminateg in S��
As
P

j P �xa � Xj� � � the membership of xa in Xj

�j � �� �� �� can be �xed by a tuple�
When reasoning under certainty but still considering

propositions which might be indeterminate S� is equi�
valent to the statement logic as developed by Blau�

�� Qualitative reasoning

The central issue of qualitative reasoning within the
context of S� is to calculate the unknown member�
ship function P �xa � Xj� if the membership func�
tions of some other propositions of which xa can be
composed by logical connectives are known� Nilsson
��� describes a formalism which seems to be able to
deal with this problem� However applying his lin�
ear approximation methods in numerical simulations
we got results which seemed not applicable in real
world applications �e�g� given P �xa � Xtrue� � � and
P �xb � Xtrue� � � P ��xa � xb� � Xtrue�� � ����
and P ��xa � xb� � �true�indeterminateXj� � ������ We
therefore propose an alternative method de�ning logical
connectives in terms of S��

Introducing the probability tuples �T�xa� 
�
�P�� P��� 
� �P �xa � Xtrue�� P ��xa � Xtrue� � �xa �
Xindeterminate���

� we de�ne for these �Ts


D��� a 
� �a� a�

D��� �a� b� � �c� d� 
� �a� c� b� d�

D��� �a� b�� �c� d� 
� �a� c� b� d�

D��� �a� b� � �c� d� 
� �a 	 c� b 	 d�

D��� �a� b� 
 �c� d� 
� �a 
 c� b 
 d�� c� d �� �

�Looking at the following de�nitions one might easily verify
that other notations of the probability tuples do not allow for
their simple representation�



D��� permits to combine reasoning under S� with
reasoning under S�� Given the probability P �xa �
Xtrue� under S� one might introduce it as �T�xa� ac�
cording to D��� in S� �and mutatis mutandis vice
versa�� D��� simpli�es the representation of addit�
ivity and D��� allows to represent the membership
of �xa � xb� � Xj�j � �� �� �� as �T�xa � xb� �
�T�xa� � �T�xb� according to the following de�nition
D�� D��� and D��� are just the inverse operations of
D��� and D��� respectively�

We now de�ne the logical connectives ������
u����� in terms of S� given �T�xa� and �T�xb��


D��� NEG��T�xa�� �
�T��xa� �
��� P��� �� P��

D��� NOT ��T�xa�� �
�T��xa� �
��� P�� �� P��

D��� IND��T�xa�� �
�T�uxa� �
����

D��� AND��T�xa���T�xb�� �
�T�A �B� �
�T�xa� ��T�xb�
�in case of A and B being independent�

D��� ANDDajb��T�xa���T�xb�� �
�T�xa j xb� ��T�xb�
�in case of A and B being dependent
where �T�xa j xb� denotes the conditional
probability tuple of xa given that xb�

D��� OR��T�xa���T�xb�� �
�T�xa � xb� �
NEG�AND�NEG��T�xa���
NEG��T�xb����

D��� COND��T�xa���T�xb�� �
�T�xa � xb� �
OR�NOT ��T�xa����T�xb��

D��� BICOND��T�xa���T�xb�� �
�T�xa  xb� �
AND�COND��T�xa���T�xb���
COND��T�xb���T�xa���

These de�nitions allow to calculate �T�xa� if xa can
be constructed using other propositions xi and logical
connectives de�ned by D� provided the �T�xi� are
known�

�D������� are based on D��	 for reasons of simplicity�

�� Quantitative reasoning

Considering quantitative evidence under conditions
of uncertainty and indeterminateness means comput�
ing with probability functions which might be discrete
or continuous� and whose domain of de�nition re�ects
a quantitative feature �e�g� age income etc��� The
probability functions are of type �T�xa�S� � x� �e�g�
�T�Income�Mary� � x���

The membership of xi�S� � x in Xj �j � �� �� �� is
given by

�T�a � xi�S� � b� �

�
R b
a
f�xi�S� � x�dx�

R b
a
g�xi�S� � x�dx�

with f��� and g��� being probability functions accord�
ing to the axioms� We may simplify this equation by
introducing D�


D� �
R b
a
f�xi�S� � x�dx�

R b
a
g�xi�S� � x�dx� 
�

R b
a
�f�x�� g�x��dx

Not every tuple of type �f�x�� g�x�� de�nes a mem�
bership function for xi�S� � x in Xj�j � �� �� ��� The
tuple of functions must satisfy the following conditions

���
V

x 
 � � f�x� � g�x� � �
��� Normalization
 �a�

R�
��

f�xi�S� � x�dx � � or �b�
R�
��

g�xi�S� � x�dx � �
By ��b� it becomes possible to express that xi�S� �
x is indeterminate to a certain degree in general
�even independent of the concrete value of x� e�g�
Income�Tree� � x �

We now look at an example for combining evidence

Based on �T�xa�S� � x j xb�S�� and �T�xa�S� � x j
xc�S��� we can calculate �T�xa�S� � x j xb�S�� xc�S��
as follows assuming xb�S� and xc�S� to be condition�
ally independent


EQ� �T�xa�S� � x j xb�S�� xc�S�� �
��T�xa�S� � x j xb�S��
��T�xa�S� � x j xc�S��
��T�xb�S�� ��T�xc�S���

��T�xa�S� � x� ��T�xb�S�� xc�S���

According to Cheeseman ��� xb�S� and xc�S� only
have to be �conditionally� independent with respect to
xa�S� � x� However nothing within the probabil�
istic formalism requires independence i�e� it can deal
with di�erent degrees of dependence� In an extreme

�Using the concept of integral of Stieltje our notations are
independent of the probability distributions
 being discrete or
continuous�

�xb�S� and xc�S� denote qualitative statements about X �e�g�
Young�Mary��



case of dependence �T�xa�S� � x j xb�S�� xc�S�� �
��T�xa�S� � x j xb�S���

�� Combining qualitative and quantitat�
ive reasoning

Qualitative and quantitative reasoning have to be com�
bined in many di�erent situations� Sometimes qualit�
ative propositions are de�ned by quantitative ones �e�g�
being young means that one�s age is under �� years��

We then get terms like �T�xa�S�� �
R b
a
�T�xb�S� �

x�dx� We might also calculate �T�xa�S�� given
�T�xa�S� j xb�S� � x� and �T�xb�S� � x� by

EQ� �T�xa�S�� �Rmax

min
�T�xa�S� j xb�S� � x�

��T�xb�S� � x�dx

Given �T�xa�S�� and �T�xb�S� � x j xa�S�� we
can calculate �T�xb�S� � x� according to

EQ� �T�xb�S� � x� �
�T�xb�S� � x j xa�S�� ��T�xa�S��
��T�xb�S� � x j �xa�S�� ��T��xa�S��

�� Examples

We will look at examples of qualitative reasoning
�rst� In case of certainty about the truth values of a
proposition xa the probability tuples become ��� �� for
true ��� �� for indeterminate and ��� �� for false� In this
case reasoning under S� is equivalent to reasoning under
the trivalent statement logic of Blau�

Asking for Mary�s academic success
Successful�Mary� based on information about her age
Y oung�Mary� her mental abilities Intelligent�Mary�
and her attitude towards work Lazy�Mary� this might
be modeled as follows

�T�Successful�Mary�� 
�
AND��T�Y oung�Mary���
OR��T�Intelligent�Mary���
NEG�Lazy�Mary����
In our model Mary is successful if she is young and in�
telligent or young and not lazy� Given certainty we get

�T�Successful�Mary�� � ��� �� if
�T�Y oung�Mary�� � ��� �� and
�T�Intelligent�Mary�� � ��� �� or
�T�Y oung�Mary�� � ��� �� and
NEG�Lazy�Mary�� � ��� ���
This shows that for our model reasoning under S� given
certainty corresponds to our intuition and is equivalent
to reasoning under S� or ordinary �rst order logic�

We now regard our model under conditions of uncer�
tainty and indeterminateness� Given for example


�T�Y oung�Mary�� 
� ����� �����
�T�Intelligent�Mary�� 
� ����� ����� and
�T�Lazy�Mary�� 
� ������ ���� one gets
�T�Successful�Mary�� � ������ ������
If there is reason to believe that Mary tends not to be
lazy �i�e� P� is very small� although lazy is a vague
concept then �T�Lazy�Mary�� might be given as

�T�Lazy�Mary�� 
� ������ ����� We now �nd

�T�Successful�Mary�� � ������ ������
If we only know
�T�Y oung�Mary�� 
� ����� ����� and
�T�Lazy�Mary�� 
� ������ ���� we �nd
�T�Successful�Mary�� � ������ ������

Our model is very sensitive to the indeterminateness
of Y oung�Mary�� while indeterminateness concerning
either Mary�s I�Q� or diligence would not necessarily
cause indeterminateness of Successful�Mary�� This is
implied by the underlying logical structure of the model�

If �T�Y oung�Mary�� is not directly known
but �T�Y oung�Mary� j Age�Mary� � x� and
�T�Age�Mary� � x�	 are given �T�Y oung�Mary��
can be calculated according to EQ��

What can be said about
�T�Age�Mary� � x j �Y oung�Mary�� given
�T�Age�Mary� � x j Y oung�Mary��

�T�Age�Mary� � x� and �T�Y oung�Mary���
�T�Age�Mary� � x j �Y oung�Mary�� �
��T�Age�Mary� � x��
�NOT �NEG��T�Age�Mary� � x j Y oung�Mary����
�NOT �NEG��T�Y oung�Mary������

 �NOT ��T�Y oung�Mary���

�T�Y oung�Mary�� can be calculated like we did in
the previous example� There is no indeterminateness
in the result as the truth value of Y oung�Mary� is
given by condition and Age�Mary� � x is indeterm�
inate neither due to vagueness nor due to unful�lled
presupposition of reference�

The previous examples on quantitative reasoning are
straightforward generalizations of Cheeseman�s ��� pro�
cedures for reasoning with this kind of information un�
der S��

Asked for Mary�s income an answer like Mary earns
a good salary would not be very satisfying� There�
fore S� must provide an optimal single value based
on the information given i�e� �T�Income�Mary� �
x j GoodSalary�Mary��� This value can be calcu�

�T�Age�Mary� � x� equals T�Age�S� � x� �with
T�Age�Mary� � x� being the age probability function of hu�
man beings� if nothing is known about Mary which might have
an in�uence on the estimation of her age�

�For formal reasons a general context C might be introduced�
e�g� T�Age�Mary� � x j Y oung�Mary�� C�� to model all gen�
eral facts known about Mary� like Student�Mary�� This is neg�
lected here for reasons of simplicity�



lated by �center of mass� or �least square �t� meth�
ods depending on the context� The problem is that
P��Income�Mary� � x j GoodSalary�Mary�� will
give us another value than P���Income�Mary� � x j
GoodSalary�Mary��� The question is on which of the
two values our answer is to be based� As we want to
know Mary�s true income we choose the value based
on P��Income�Mary� � x j GoodSalary�Mary���
If we get Income�Mary� � y as a result we can
give its indeterminateness as P���Income�Mary� �
y j GoodSalary�Mary�� � P��Income�Mary� � y j
GoodSalary�Mary���

Applied in an expert system to model man�machine
interaction S� provides three types of reactions for the
system after a process of reasoning� These are �consid�
ering the inquiry �Student�Mary� as an example with
�T�Student�Mary���

��� It can con�rm the proposition Student�Mary� �e�g�
if P� � P�� � P� and P� � �� P���
��� It can explicitly discon�rm the proposition �e�g� if
�� P� � P�� � P� and �� P� � P���
��� It can reject the question or ask for some more in�
formation �in all other cases��
The possibility to di�erentiate between the second and
the third option is given by S� and is not available in
S��

	� Related formalisms

Based on the paradigm of Grosof ��� S� can be charac�
terized as a Type���ue�� probabilistic theory according
to its axioms� However conditional probabilities are
introduced by D�� S� thereby becomes of Type���ce�
By introducing conditional independence �e�g� in D� or
EQ�� as obligatory �instead of optional as we did� S�
becomes of non�Type���

According to this classi�cation Shafer�s theory of
evidence is of Type�� because of Dempster�s Rule� The
belief functions are special cases of upper�lower distri�
butions of Type���i theories� S� is not given in terms of
inequality� Therefore P �xi � Xindeterminate� does not
represent the size of an interval containing the �real�
probability of a proposition xi� Furthermore this im�
plies that P �xi � Xindeterminate� cannot be given by
the possibility and necessity of xi�

Having thus classi�ed Shafer�s theory of evidence
and S� formally we now compare them by present�
ing an example
 xa��Is the Antarctic inhabited��� Ac�

�	Type�� characterizes theories based on the axioms of
Kolmogoro�� They might include conditional probabilities �c�
or not �u� and be given in terms of equalities �e� or inequalities
�i�� If theories are based on Type���ci and make further assump�
tions or include other rules� they are said to be of Type�� �e�g�
Dempster�Shafer theory��

cording to Shafer we get � � fxa�  xag and �� �
ffxa�  xag� fxag� f  xag� �g� Three situations arise


��� If the meaning of xa is clear and we have know�
ledge about xa the mass m��� will be close to � i�e�
nearly all of the probability mass is bound either to xa
or to  xa�

��� If we do not know very much about xa while
its meaning is clear m�xa� and m�  xa� is near � and
therefore m��� tends to �� This means that �caused by
the underlying two valued logic� we know that xa or  xa
must be true but we cannot decide which one�

��� In case of xa�s meaning being indeterminate �e�g�
if the meaning of �inhabited� is too vague
 Does it
mean that one single person has to stay there for a
whole year� For more than a year� Or can it be di�er�
ent persons at di�erent times� ���� the probability mass
will be distributed as in the previous case i�e� we can
not di�erentiate between an indeterminate proposition
and a proposition which may be well understood but
about whose correspondence to the real world nothing
can be said�

While S� can deal with indeterminateness adequately
the second situation can not be modeled because S� �as
far as developed here� is of Type���e� S� can easily be
extended to a Type���i �or a Type��� formalism by in�
troducing probability intervals representing uncertainty
concerning the real value of P �xi � Xj�� This could be
done by basing the approach of Weichselberger ���� on
S� instead of S��

Possibility Theory is said to be �a development
of Fuzzy Set theory for representing vagueness in
some linguistic terms��� ���� Clarifying the di�erences
between Possibility Theory and S� we will not look at
those already discussed within the context of S� �e�g�
���� such as �the �Fuzzy� Combination Rule� ����

Dubois and Prade give an example of modeling an
unful�lled presupposition of reference
 They regard
Age�Car�S�� the age of the car of a person S� D de�
notes the set of all possible values of Age�Car�S��� In
addition they introduce the residual element e� Then
� � fD � fegg� If now the presupposition of refer�
ence is unful�lled e�g� if S has no car this is ex�
pressed by assigning the possibility � to D and the
possibility � to feg� We can model this situation ana�
logous under S� in terms of probability theory� If
P �xa�S� � x � Xindeterminate� depends on x reasoning
under Possibility Theory is quite similar to reasoning
under Shafer�s theory i�e� indeterminateness as de�ned
in the introduction cannot be modeled� For some vague
terms Possibility Theory gives a de�nition in form of a
possibility distribution� If e�g� Tall�S� is to be repres�

���Vagueness� is used synonymously to our notion of �inde�
terminateness� rather than our notion of �vagueness��



ented the possibility distribution might be given over
all possible values of Size�S�� This can be done in S�
in a similar way e�g� by giving the probability function
of �T�Possible�Tall�S�� j Size�S���

Next to formal di�erences such as additivity and nor�
malization �which are mutatis mutandis equivalent to
those between Possibility Theory and classical statist�
ics� and those concerning modeling real world prob�
lems there are those concerning the terminology i�e�
semantical di�erences� In S� the terms �membership
function of xa�s being in the set of propositions with
the truth value j� and �probability function of xa�s be�
ing assigned to the truth value j� are equivalent� This
equivalence is justi�ed by the axiomatic basis of S� and
therefore not given in Possibility Theory�


� Conclusion

With S� a formalism is presented which is ad�
equate to represent uncertainty and indeterminateness
of natural language� For representing uncertainty on
a higher level i�e� uncertainty when estimating the de�
gree of uncertainty �e�g� in form of probabilities� S�
can easily be extended to a theory of Type���i or of
Type��� S� is based on the axioms of Kolmogoro�
and in all respects consistent with ordinary �rst or�
der logic which might be derived from S�
 We re�
duce M � fXtrue� Xfalse� Xindeterminateg to M �
fXtrue� Xfalse�g with Xfalse� � �false�indeterminateXj �
Having thus derived S� we get ordinary �rst order logic
by introducing the restriction P ��� � f�� �g�

Future work should be focused on the implementa�
tion of real�world applications� Within this framework
a decision making tool has to be designed to re�ne the
basic rules governing the interpretation of the probabil�
ity tuples� S� provides a new approach to the problem
of the semantic interpretation of natural language for
developing man�machine�interfaces�

The relations between S� and other formalisms for
reasoning under conditions of uncertainty and inde�
terminateness have to be evaluated in detail to guaran�
tee a useful exchange of information between di�erent
layers in expert systems based on di�erent ones of these
formalisms� At present none of the formalisms can be
used to model the whole area of indeterminateness and
uncertainty but with S� a powerful basis for further
development is provided�
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